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Abstract. The weak equivalence principle states that the motion of a body in a grav-
itational ﬁeld is independent of its structure or composition. This postulate of general
relativity has been tested to very high precision with ordinary matter, but no relevant
experimental veriﬁcation with antimatter has ever been carried out. The AEGIS experi-
ment will measure the gravitational acceleration of antihydrogen to ultimately 1% preci-
sion. For this purpose, a pulsed horizontal antihydrogen beam with a velocity of several
100 m s−1 will be produced. Its vertical deﬂection due to gravity will be detected by a
setup consisting of material gratings coupled with a position-sensitive detector, operating
as a moiré deﬂectometer or an atom interferometer. The AEGIS experiment is installed at
CERN’s Antiproton Decelerator, currently the only facility in the world which produces
copious amounts of low-energy antiprotons. The construction of the setup has been going
on since 2010 and is nearing completion. A proof-of-principle experiment with antipro-
tons has demonstrated that the deﬂection of antiparticles by a few μm due to an external
force can be detected. Technological and scientiﬁc development pertaining to speciﬁc
challenges of the experiment, such as antihydrogen formation by positronium charge ex-
change or the position-sensitive detection of antihydrogen annihilations, is ongoing.
1 Introduction
The study of antimatter in the laboratory has the potential to elucidate one of the great unsolved
questions in physics: Why does the observable universe appear to contain only ordinary baryonic
matter and no sizable amounts of antimatter? In order to solve the baryon asymmetry riddle, several
experiments at CERN’s Antiproton Decelerator (AD) [1] are studying antihydrogen (H), the simplest
atomic antimatter system. According to the CPT theorem [2], particles and antiparticles must have
exactly the same properties – up to a sign. (C stands for charge conjugation, P for parity and T for
time reversal.) Thus, the comparison of diﬀerent properties of hydrogen and its antimatter counterpart
can shed light on the question of CPT violation. As was shown almost 50 years ago for CP violation
[3], also CPT violation can result in a baryon asymmetry [4]. Until today, experimental tests have
provided no indication of CPT violation.
The CPT theorem has been proven to be valid under several mild assumptions, such as locality,
unitarity and Lorentz invariance. In addition, the proof requires that the physical system in question
be described by a quantum ﬁeld theory (QFT). Gravity is notably the only one of the four fundamental
interactions which is not formulated as a QFT, but rather as a geometric property of space and time.
According to the weak equivalence principle (WEP) of general relativity, the motion of a test body
in a gravitational ﬁeld does not depend on the body’s structure and composition. In a hypothetical
quantum gravity theory, a variety of exchange particles with diﬀerent coupling constants and ranges
is possible [5]. For instance, current results of torsion balance measurements with ordinary matter
allow for the existence of additional vector (spin-1) and scalar (spin-0) exchange bosons, under the
condition that their coupling constants and ranges are identical [6].
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional
cut-open sketch of the central
part of the AEGIS apparatus,
showing the low-ﬁeld Pen-
ning traps, the positronium
converter and the deﬂecto-
meter or interferometer.
The question of an anomalous gravitational acceleration of antimatter has been the subject of con-
siderable controversy from a theoretical point of view. Over the past decades, a number of arguments
have been brought forward against it [7]. A prominent early example is Morrison’s objection against
anti-tensor gravity, which he showed would violate energy conservation [8]. Others are based on the
observation that ordinary atoms contain virtual antiparticles due to vacuum polarization, or on the
fact that certain CPT tests should be sensitive to the underlying gravitational potential. However, all
of these theoretical arguments make some non-trivial assumptions, such as CPT invariance, or the
somewhat arbitrary choice of an absolute gravitational potential. A comprehensive review which is
relevant for a WEP test at the 1% level is given in Ref. [9]. Ultimately, a direct experimental study of
antimatter gravity is required to positively resolve the issue.
While the WEP has been tested up to a relative precision of 1.8 × 10−13 with ordinary matter
[10], no relevant measurement of the gravitational acceleration of antimatter has been carried out.
This is because until recently only electrically charged antimatter particles – such as positrons (e+)
and antiprotons ( p¯) – were readily available, which are too sensitive to stray electromagnetic ﬁelds
to permit a gravity measurement [11]. This situation changed in 2002, when copious amounts of
cold H were synthesized for the ﬁrst time by the ATHENA experiment [12] installed at the AD.
ATHENA created anti-atoms via the three-body reaction p¯ + 2e+ −→ H + e+. For this purpose, p¯
and e+ were brought into overlap in the nested electric potential of a Penning trap [13]. Today H
is routinely produced in large quantities by several AD experiments. Therefore, a WEP test with a
neutral antimatter particle has ﬁnally come within reach.
The AEGIS experiment (Antimatter Experiment: Gravity, Interferometry, Spectroscopy) was pro-
posed in 2007 [14, 15]. Its main goal is to measure for the ﬁrst time the force acting on H atoms in the
gravitational ﬁeld of the earth [16]. The experiment is based on the creation of a cold, bunched beam
of H and the measurement of its vertical displacement after a substantial horizontal ﬂight, as shown
in Fig. 1. Ultimately, the aim is to measure the acceleration g acting on the anti-atoms to 1%. The ap-
paratus is centered around ion traps placed inside superconducting magnets for ion conﬁnement and
manipulation. AEGIS will use a novel H production technique involving positronium (Ps), the bound
state of e+ and e−. Antihydrogen will be formed via the charge exchange reaction Ps∗+ p¯ −→ H∗+e−,
where the asterisk denotes an excited state. In combination with an eﬃcient cooling technique for p¯,
this scheme can create ultracold H for high-precision gravity measurements.
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AEGIS for H recombination
by resonant charge exchange
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2 Experiment
The AEGIS experiment involves the following main experimental steps: (1) Capture of p¯ from the AD
in a Penning trap, followed by electron cooling; (2) Production of e+ from a source of β+-decaying
radioisotope; (3) Production of Ps by implanting e+ into a nanoporous converter material; (4) Excita-
tion of Ps to a Rydberg state; (5) Recombination of H by resonant charge exchange between Rydberg
Ps and cold p¯; (6) Formation of an H beam by Stark acceleration with inhomogeneous electric ﬁelds;
(7) Measurement of the vertical acceleration g in a deﬂectometer or interferometer. All of the afore-
mentioned techniques have been demonstrated independently. The extraordinary challenge of AEGIS
lies in combining all of them while reconciling potentially conﬂicting requirements, such as a high
magnetic ﬁeld for ion conﬁnement and cooling and the absence of electromagnetic ﬁelds for high-
precision force measurements.
2.1 Production of antihydrogen by resonant charge exchange
Antihydrogen formation by three-body recombination is a well-established method that has been
demonstrated to create H at high rate [17]. As mentioned above, AEGIS will make use of an al-
ternative technique which involves Ps as precursor [18]. While it necessarily results in a lower H
production rate, the method has a unique advantage: A plasma of p¯ conﬁned in the ion trap can be
pre-cooled to the temperature of the surrounding cryogenic environment or even beyond. When H is
formed by resonant charge exchange between Ps and p¯, the temperature of the produced anti-atoms
is close to that of the p¯ prior to the interaction. This is because the mass of p¯ is almost 2000 times
larger than that of e±, which therefore only impart a very small momentum on their reaction partners.
Using a suitable p¯ cooling method, such as sympathetic cooling by laser-cooled atomic [19, 20] or
molecular anions [21], the technique can thus potentially create ultracold H.
In the AEGIS experiment, positronium will be synthesized by depositing a bunch of cold positrons
into a positronium converter consisting of a nanoporous insulator or semiconductor wafer [22, 23], as
shown in Fig. 2. The converter is placed a short distance away from the trap where cold p¯ have been
prepared. In the pores of the material, e+ pick oﬀ e− from the surface and form Ps, which thermalize
with the bulk by multiple scattering. Finally, cold Ps are isotropically emitted from the surface. The
conversion eﬃciency has been shown to be as high as 30% [24]. Before the Ps reach the p¯ cloud
where they form H, they are excited to a Rydberg level [25]. In this way, the cross-section of the
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Figure 3. (a) Principle sketch of the deﬂectometry/interferometry technique, showing a setup with three identical
gratings and a non-position-sensitive detector. (b) Monte Carlo simulation of the signal detected behind a three-
grating moiré deﬂectometer as a function of the analysis grating’s position. The red dots and solid line show the
shift in the presence of a force perpendicular to the beam axis.
charge exchange reaction, which scales with the fourth power of the principal quantum number of the
Ps, is signiﬁcantly enhanced. Due to energy conservation, H is also created in a narrow, well-deﬁned
range of Rydberg states. Finally, the H cloud is formed into a beam by Stark acceleration [26].
2.2 Principle of gravity measurement
The force acting on a slow beam of massive particles can be measured with a series of slits or gratings.
In the latter case, the device is called a moiré deﬂectometer or a matter wave interferometer, depending
on the diﬀraction angle φ = λdB/d, where λdB is the particles’ de Broglie wavelength and d is the
grating period. As shown in Fig. 3(a), two material gratings spaced a distance L apart create a shadow
or interference pattern a further distance L downstream. A third grating with identical grating period
is placed at the location where the line pattern forms. The transmission of particles as a function of the
third grating’s position (in the direction of the force) is measured by an appropriate detector located
beyond the device. As illustrated in Fig. 3(b), the transmission maxima yield the displacement of the
beam, and hence, the force acting on it. In AEGIS, an antihydrogen beam accelerated to 500 m s−1
will be deﬂected by about 10 μm over a ﬂight path of 1 m.
A three-grating moiré deﬂectometer has been used some 20 years ago to measure the acceleration
due to gravity of metastable argon atoms [27]. As an alternative to a movable third grating, a position-
sensitive detector can be placed in its position. In this way, the arrival positions for particles moving
at diﬀerent velocities can be recorded simultaneously and without any moving parts. The current
AEGIS design, which is still being ﬁnalized, calls for such a setup with a sophisticated detector that
can record the annihilation position of impinging anti-atoms with a vertical resolution of about 2 μm.
The detector will most likely consist of a combination of complementary technologies, including
a nuclear photographic emulsion and a silicon strip or pixel detector. Both types of systems have
been extensively tested in the AEGIS setup and found to deliver the required position resolution and
detection eﬃciency for an antihydrogen gravity measurement [28, 29].
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Figure 4. (a) Photograph of the miniaturized moiré deﬂectometer setup used in the proof-of-principle measure-
ment with a p¯ beam. (b) Positions of recorded p¯ annihilation events (blue dots) and light pattern (red) behind the
contact grating (left) and the deﬂectometer setup (right). (c) Antiproton annihilation events summed up modulo
the grating period (blue bins and black line), compared to the intensity of the light pattern (red line).
3 Recent experimental results
The construction of the AEGIS apparatus began in 2010. As of 2015, all major components except for
the gravimeter have been completed and installed in the experimental zone. The e+ source and accu-
mulator, the two superconducting magnets and all ion traps have been constructed and commissioned.
Antiproton pulses from the AD have been captured and up to 4×105 p¯ have been stacked in the catch-
ing trap. Storage times of close to 10 min were achieved. Similarly, several 108 e+ have been conﬁned
in the accumulator for storage times of up to 20 min. A multi-layer scintillating-ﬁber tracker detector,
to be installed around the central ion traps in order to monitor H production, has been commissioned
with a radioactive source [30]. The laser system for Ps excitation has been completed and commis-
sioned [31]. In parallel, development work towards the gravimeter is ongoing. In the following, two
recent signiﬁcant advances towards an antimatter gravity measurement will be presented.
3.1 Deﬂectometry with antiprotons
In order to demonstrate the principle of a force measurement by deﬂectometry and to test the position
resolution of the emulsion detector, we carried out a test experiment with a p¯ beam [32]. Antiprotons
are supplied directly by the AD, and hence are available in large numbers, yet they produce a star-
shaped annihilation signature in the emulsion very similar to that of H. A miniaturized deﬂectometer
consisting of two gratings spaced only L = 25 mm apart and with a grating period of d = 40 μm
was placed in a 100-keV p¯ beam. The setup is shown in Fig. 4(a). Annihilation events were recorded
with a high-resolution photographic emulsion for 6.5 h. The reference position (without deﬂection)
was determined by allowing part of the p¯ beam to reach the detector via a grating placed in direct
contact with it. Furthermore, both the deﬂectometer and the contact grating were illuminated with
diﬀuse light, for which the material grating acted like a Talbot-Lau interferometer [33].
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Since photons travel at the speed of light, their deﬂection during the short distance traveled is
negligible. Their maxima in the plane of the detector agree with those of the antiprotons from the
contact grating, as shown in the left graph of Fig. 4(b). On the other hand, antiprotons passing through
the deﬂectometer are displaced in the positive y direction (right pane). The graph in Fig. 4(c) shows
the locations of p¯ annihilations modulo the grating period (blue bins and black line) compared to the
light signal (red line). Quantitatively, a vertical deﬂection of δy = 9.8 ± 0.9 (stat) ± 6.4 (syst) μm was
observed, corresponding to an upward force of 530±50 (stat)±350 (syst) aN [32]. This result is com-
patible with the Lorentz force due to a magnetic fringe ﬁeld of about 8 G. While the force of gravity
acting on H atoms is many orders of magnitude smaller, their expected deﬂection is comparable due
to the signiﬁcantly lower velocity and longer ﬂight distance in the full-scale experiment.
3.2 Positronium lifetime spectroscopy
The direct excitation of Ps to a Rydberg level is challenging due to the unavailability of a suitable
laser. A scheme using n = 2 as intermediate state, on the other hand, has been demonstrated [34, 35].
We are pursuing an alternative path via the n = 3 level, which requires a lower laser power to reach
saturation of the n = 3 −→ Rydberg transition due to the longer lifetime of the intermediate state.
The power dissipated in the cryogenic environment negatively aﬀects both the production eﬃciency
and the temperature of the formed H and must therefore be kept to a minimum. As a prerequisite
for the use of the novel excitation scheme, we studied the structure of Ps by single-shot positronium
annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (SSPALS) [36]. The technique is based on monitoring the lifetime
of Ps, which changes as a function of its internal quantum state. Both the excitation of Ps to a Rydberg
state and two-step photodetachment were demonstrated [37].
In the setup, which is shown in Fig. 5(a), Ps was produced by directing a 3.3 keV beam of e+ from
a custom-built bunching and electrostatic transport system [38] onto a high-eﬃciency converter target.
Both the ultraviolet (UV) laser with λUV ≈ 204 . . . 206 nm and the infrared laser with λIR ≈ 1064 nm
were directed onto the target region. Ps annihilations were recorded with a lead tungstate scintillator
coupled to a photomultiplier placed 40 mm above the converter. In a ﬁrst experiment, the IR laser was
tuned to a transition from n = 3 to the continuum, dissociating the Ps. The free positrons were drawn
away from the detector, resulting in an overall decrease of the observed annihilations, as shown by the
grey line in the left pane of Fig. 5(b). The UV laser was then scanned around the n = 1 −→ 3 and the
relative change in the number of annihilations recorded as a function of λUV. The resulting resonance
(right) yields a wavelength of 205.05(2) nm [37], in good agreement with the theoretical value.
In a second measurement, the IR laser was tuned to a transition from n = 3 to a Rydberg state while
the UV laser wavelength was kept constant on the n = 3 resonance. The Rydberg excitation increases
the Ps lifetime because the overlap of the e+ and e− wavefunctions is reduced. The SSPALS data thus
show a reduction of annihilations up to 300 ns after Ps production, followed by an excess in the time
window 300 . . . 600 ns when Ps hit the chamber wall, as illustrated in the left pane of Fig. 5(c). The
relative change in the number of annihilations at later times is shown in the right pane. Resonances of
the n = 15, 16, 17 are clearly visible [37] and in good agreement with prior spectroscopic surveys. For
higher Rydberg states, diﬀerent n manifolds start to overlap in a continuum of energy levels. These
measurements thus demonstrate the ﬁrst laser excitation of Ps to the n = 3 state, enhancing the overall
Ps excitation eﬃciency and reducing the laser energy deposited in the target region.
4 Conclusions and outlook
While the foundations of general relativity are well-tested with ordinary matter, the gravitational inter-
action of antimatter has never been studied experimentally. In a quantum theory of gravity, additional
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Figure 5. (a) Vacuum chamber which houses the positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy setup. Positrons
enter from the right and impinge on a central target. Lasers enter from the front; an annihilation detector is placed
40 mm above the target. (b) SSPALS data for the IR laser tuned to a transition from n = 3 to the continuum
(left) and the resulting resonance of the n = 1 −→ 3 transition (right). (c) SSPALS data for the IR laser tuned to
n = 3 −→ Rydberg (left) and observed resonances for n = 3 −→ 15, 16, 17 (right) (from Ref. [37]).
exchange particles may lead to an anomalous force between matter and antimatter particles. The
AEGIS experiment is gearing up to conduct the ﬁrst measurement of the gravitational acceleration
of an antimatter particle, by deﬂectometry or interferometry with a slow H beam. A large part of the
apparatus has been completed. Both p¯ and e+ have been captured and stored for extended periods in
the AEGIS ion traps. The ability to detect the deﬂection of an antimatter particle beam by a few μm
has been demonstrated. The excitation of Ps to Rydberg states via the n = 3 level has been achieved,
paving the way for the eﬃcient production of H at low temperature. A measurement of antimatter
gravity at the level of 1% is therefore within reach in the medium term.
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